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E Quality of work

B Independence

D Deadlines and homework

F Presentation

A I am highly motivated to succeed in my lessons.
B I always challenge myself to work independently and effectively in a variety of
C
D
E

situations.
I always aim to nurture, challenge and inspire others.
I always meet deadlines.
I usually exceed expectations in both class and homework.
My work is always presented to a very high standard.

TEACHER COMMENT:
Congratulations; you are a legend!
EBI:
Keep this up and aim to achieve all parts of Learning
Profile 5!

Challenge Yourself to Achieve This!
A I am always motivated to succeed in my lessons.
B I often challenge myself to work independently and effectively in a variety of
C
D
E
F
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C Group work

A Real Achievement!

F
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A Attitude and motivation

situations with occasional support.
I frequently nurture, challenge and inspire others in their learning.
I usually meet deadlines, and quickly rectify it if I don’t.
I always achieve and occasionally exceed expectations in class and homework.
The presentation of my work is very good.

TEACHER COMMENT:
Congratulations; you’re doing a great job!
EBI:
Challenge yourself to exceed expectations more
consistently.

Most Pupils – Our Minimum Expectations
A I am motivated to succeed in my lessons.
B I usually work effectively and independently.
C I nurture and challenge others when prompted.
D I usually meet deadlines.
E I usually produce class and homework that meets expectations.

TEACHER COMMENT:
Well done; you’re working well.
EBI:
Challenge yourself to go above and beyond the minimum
expectations each lesson.

F My work is presented satisfactorily.
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Try and Avoid Being Here!
A I often lack motivation to succeed in my lessons.
B I need nurturing and guiding so that I can work effectively.
C I sometimes work well with others.
D I am not consistent in meeting deadlines.
E I sometimes produce work of a satisfactory standard, but this is inconsistent.

TEACHER COMMENT:
We have some concerns about your work ethic and it needs
improvement so that you can reach your full potential.
EBI:
Work more consistently in lessons and avoid receiving any
sanctions.

F The presentation of my work is variable.

Serious Concerns – We Hope Very Few Pupils Will Fall Here
A I am not an enthusiastic pupil and lack motivation.
B
C
D
E
F

I often visibly show a negative attitude towards my work.
I need a considerable amount of nurture and help from the teacher in order that
I do not disturb the learning of others.
I rarely meet deadlines and do not respond well to the sanctions issued.
My work usually does not reflect my true potential and is often incomplete.
My work is poorly presented.

My learning profile

TEACHER COMMENT:
We are significantly worried by your lack of motivation
and poor behaviour for learning.
EBI:
Urgently approach your studies more positively, and
reduce the number of sanctions you are receiving.

